
Can You Paint Radiators With Emulsion? 
A cracked and peeling radiator with a dull colour can be a major eye sore in an otherwise well designed 

and decorated room in your home. One solution that you might consider as you try to pull your space 

together and finalise its look is giving your radiator a pick me up with a few coats of paint. A good paint 

job on a radiator can brighten up your room and give it the final touches that it needs to be perfect. 

If you chose to, you can paint your radiator with emulsion paint. However, using this type of paint is 

most often advised against because other types of paint are likely to work much better.  

You could be considering using emulsion to paint your radiator for a number of reasons. Read on to 

understand what using emulsion to paint your radiator might look like and to help decide if this paint 

option is right for you.  

What Is Emulsion Paint Most Typically Used For 
There are many types of paints and they are all suited for different types of paint jobs. Emulsion paint is 

most typically used for interior walls and ceilings because it is easy to apply large areas and dries at a 

quicker rate than a lot of other paints.  

The three main types of emulsions give the final product varying levels of shiny finish, with the shinier 

finishes being the most durable. These are the three types to consider: 

Matte Emulsion: This is the version of emulsion that is the least shiny, and therefore weathers more 

easily. It has a matte, no-shine look. 

Satin: Satin Emulsion has a finishing look of a very slight sheen and is slightly more durable than the 

matte version. 

Silk: The shiniest of the emulsion paints, the silk version of emulsion is most durable and best at 

withstanding humid environments.  

The differing final look of these types of emulsion paints allows us to give unique finishing looks to 

rooms. When it comes to painting a radiator with emulsion however, a more durable option is probably 

going to give you the best long-lasting colour.  

How To Paint A Radiator With Emulsion 
Even though it might not be most typically used for radiator painting, emulsion paint can still be used to 

freshen up your radiator and give it new life. To make sure it turns out as good as it can, there are a few 

steps you are going to want to take.  

• The first thing you want to do before you even start painting the radiator is to make sure it is 

turned off and cooled down. A hot surface on the radiator should not be painted on regardless 

of the type of paint that you are using. 

• Secondly, you should strongly consider sanding down the radiator to smooth out any major 

bumps. The smoother the surface of the radiator, the better the coverage of the emulsion paint 

on the radiator when you are finished.  



• Along the same line, make sure you wash the radiator thoroughly with a clean cloth to remove 

any form of dirt, dust, or mold from the radiator. 

• Apply a layer of primer to the radiator that is made for indoor metal surfaces. 

• To get the best coverage, colour and overall final look painting your radiator with emulsion, you 

are going to want to paint on at least two coats. Paint the first coat lightly on the radiator in full 

and then let it dry all the way. 

• After you make sure the paint is entirely dry you can add the next coat. Applying many thinner 

coats instead of one thick coat helps to minimise drips and unevenness in the paint. 

• The final step is the most important part of painting your radiator with emulsion. To finish the 

paint job, you must use a layer of clear overcoat on top of the emulsion paint. There are special 

radiator overcoats that help seal the paint and give it protection against the wear of a typical 

radiator.   

• After applying the clear coat, let the radiator dry fully before you turn it back on again.   

Many of the steps to painting a radiator with emulsion are the same as using any other paint. However, 

it is the clear final coat that makes using emulsion paint for this specific job possible. To make sure your 

paint job lasts and looks finished, make sure you do this final step of applying clear radiator overcoat. 

The Cons To Using Emulsion Paint On Your Radiator 
While the short answer to whether you can use emulsion paint for your radiator is yes, there are some 

things to consider before you decide to do this. While there is a chance that your final results may be 

successful, painting radiators with emulsion can produce varying results and you might not so lucky.  

A radiator’s job is to product heat so that it can consistently warm up a room. This constant distribution 

of heat could have a negative effect on the radiator’s paint job though, and emulsion is likely to start 

cracking and may even start to peel off of the radiator. This means that: 

• Your radiator may end up looking worse than it originally did before you painted it at all. 

• You will have to re-paint the radiator soon and have to continue doing it frequently. 

• If you try to use regular white paint for your radiator, it is very likely going to develop a yellowish 

tint over time. Instead of using regular white emulsion paint, a special white radiator paint 

would help keep the colour fresh. 

Ultimately, using regular emulsion paint on your radiator can do the job. Strongly consider the emulsion 

paint that you choose to do the paint job, as lower cost paints might be of a lower quality and peel even 

more rapidly. The same applies to the clear radiator topcoat that you chose to finish the project. The 

higher the quality, the less likely it is that the paint will begin to peel quickly.  

What Are The Best Paints For Radiators? 
Emulsion paint might feel like the best option for you, especially if you have leftover paint that would 

make sure your radiator matches the rest of the room perfectly. But if you do decide against it and want 

to try paint that is more suited for radiator painting, there are many other options to consider. 

Other paints that you can use to paint your radiator: 



Special Radiator Paint is of course the most obvious choice when painting a radiator. It is especially 

recommended to use specialised radiator paint if you are going to be painting the radiator white. 

Otherwise, you risk getting a yellowish look on your radiator as time goes on. This paint is also heat 

resistant, which is very helpful for radiator painting. 

Satinwood paint is solvent based instead of water based like emulsion paint, making it more appropriate 

for painted heated surface areas.  

Spray Paint is a great option for upgrading your radiator because you will have a much easier time 

getting paint coverage into every nook and cranny of the radiator. The type of spray paint you use is 

relevant; you should use a metal spray paint that can withstand high temperatures.  

There are enough paint options when painting radiators that you will likely find one that suits your 

needs. Consider these options before using basic emulsion paint.  

Painting A Radiator With Emulsion 
Giving a radiator a few coats of paints can hide any signs of aging and bring new life to your space. If you 

chose to use emulsion paint to do this, the key for success is what you do before and after you apply the 

emulsion paint.  

Simply applying the emulsion alone might have a great final look at first but in the long run may not be 

worth it if you have to do perform constant upkeep to offset peeling and cracking. Cleaning and 

appropriately priming the radiator before painting and using a clear radiator over coat after painting is 

the best way to be successful when painting your radiator with emulsion. 


